Wonderware Online
Turn Industrial Data Into Powerful, Accessible Insights

Wonderware Online is a secure, managed solution for gathering, storing and visualizing data. This
cost-effective cloud solution makes for smarter business decisions and consolidation of
disparate data to enable end users to see the entire picture when it comes to business
performance. All of this data is made available throughout your enterprise to allow secure access
from absolutely anywhere. If you are looking for the shortest, most economical route to the
big-time benefits of advanced industrial information management, you have found it.

The Wonderware Online Difference
Wonderware Online is an economical software-as-a-service
solution that allows you to readily discover valuable insights
within your organization. Unlike other services, it requires no
additional IT, staffing or infrastructure. We make it simple
for you with an annual subscription model and easy set up.
Quickly get started collecting and storing high fidelity, timeseries data from multiple, disparate sensors and smart devices
within the secure cloud. Authorized users receive easily
understandable power analysis and intelligent reporting tools via
web or mobile. All of this, right when you need it, whenever you
need it. It is that simple.

In a Nutshell
Consolidate: Integrate content from multiple data sources using
a single, cloud-based system
Large Capacity: Handle millions of tags and unlimited users,
providing immeasurable capability
Stay Current: The Wonderware Online service is continuously
kept up-to-date, automatically, no action needed
Security: Safe, secure and reliable connections powered by
Microsoft Azure’s proven cloud technology
Collaborate: Share plant operations data across the enterprise to
initiate action by the right person at the right time
Access Everywhere: Powerful analysis and reporting tools deliver
visualization to web or mobile devices anywhere, anytime

Real-Time Data Made Easy
Using Wonderware Online, you no longer need to worry about the
ins and outs of data collection and storage. Simply hone in on

interpreting your results and using them to improve operations.
Eliminate investing in hardware servers and software upgrades
with our cloud-based storage. The annual subscription model
allows for updates to be managed seamlessly in the cloud
and offers a scalable approach to suit growth. Your business
decisions will be made both faster and more informed given a
responsive newsfeed and alerts on up-to-date intelligence. Use
this information to create time-series data into intuitive charts
and dashboards.

Excellent for OEMs and Solution Builders
Wonderware Online is a fantastic way to provide customers
with a value added solution to help them make the most of
your system’s capabilities. It will enable them to visualize
the powerful performance that your solution offers, while
at the same time giving you the added benefit of improved
troubleshooting and warranty investigation. Let your customers
rest easy knowing that their information is safe with the use of
secure data authorization, authentication and encryption.
Not only that, but the managed solution approach takes the
worry of system maintenance, migration or upgrades out of the
equation to keep your equipment at its best for unparalleled
customer satisfaction.

Excellence is a Purpose We All Share
Wonderware is committed to being your long-term automation
partner, backed by a world-class global network of technical
support personnel, distributors, system integrators and VAR/
OEMs, ready to assist you in every corner of the world.
To empower your operations, visit wonderware.com
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